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Abstract
Algorithms are becoming increasingly important sources 
of authority in everyday life. They are shaping more 
and more of our everyday experiences, and also on 
a sociocultural level they are increasingly involved in 
decision making. Yet our understanding of algorithms 
is very much dependent on ideological ideas about 
the algorithm. These ideological ideas are increasingly 
subjected to critical debate.

This research approaches these debates from a critical 
design perspective, in search of the role design plays in 
the ideology of the algorithm. 

This is done through the analysis of relevant literature, 
the analysis of the “The Altar the Algorithm”, as a 
research archetype, and by reflecting on both through a 
designerly perspective

It is argued that design can help these debates advance 
and in exploration of a new algorithmic ideology.

The Altar of the Algorithm: A Critical 
Design Inquiry into the Ideology of 
Algorithms
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Context: The Ideology of Algorithms
As computational systems are finding their way into more 
and more of our everyday experiences, the algorithms 
that drive them are becoming increasingly important 
sources of authority. We rely on them to select enjoyable 
content for us, to efficiently guide us to our destinations, 
and even to suggest what those destinations might be. 
But also on a sociocultural level we are increasingly being 
governed by algorithms, having them decide if someone is 
eligible to receive a loan and what neighbourhoods should 
be policed. 

As Weiser [1] predicted, this ubiquity of computing is 
rendering the process of computation increasingly opaque. 
Besides benefits, this opacity has also brought forth social 
issues, among which, as Weiser speculated, concerns 
about privacy. However, as algorithmic technologies 
advance and spread throughout society a new discussion 
is emerging that is concerned with the ethical and social 
implications of the opacity of algorithms themselves.

Mittelstadt et al. [2] argue that algorithms increasingly 
mediate how we perceive and understand our 
environments and how we interact with them and that this 
development gives rise to a multitude of ethical debates. 
Burrel [3] identifies that the opacity of algorithms is 
the heart of new discussions surrounding the algorithm. 
Opacity is defined as the inability to concretely deduce 
how an algorithm arrived at a given output from a 
given input. She argues this opacity is either caused 
intentionally (as a corporate strategy), due to technical 
illiteracy (as it requires skills to read and write code), 
or due to the technology itself: sometimes the sheer 
complexity of an algorithm renders it incomprehensible, 
and advances in technologies like machine learning allow 
algorithms to construe their own logic without regard for 
human understanding.

But rather than viewing algorithmic authority as a 
property of algorithms themselves (arguably a computer 
science viewpoint), different perspectives are offered by 
the human sciences. Finn [4] describes algorithms as 
culture machines: complex assemblages of abstractions, 
processes and people. He states that algorithms take 
concepts from idealized computer space and put them 
into messy reality. Thus, the outcome of an algorithm 
is not the result of mere computation, but of a complex 
interaction of agents and components in the culture 
machine. Yet, this culture machine is opaque to us: when 
we use Google maps, we do not think of the satellites, 
Street View cars, engineers, datacentres, websites that 
contain address info, and countless other elements that 
comprise the culture machine – we simply wish to get 
where we are going. 

According to Latour this kind of opacity is a consequence 
of how we experience technology: “Scientific and technical 
work is made invisible by its own success. When a 
machine runs efficiently, when a matter of fact is settled, 
one need focus only on its inputs and outputs and not 
on its internal complexity. Thus, paradoxically, the more 
science and technology succeed, the more opaque and 
obscure they become.” [5] It is important to note that this 
opacity stems from success. It is success that engenders a 
relationship of trust. And it is trust that grants algorithms 
authority. We trust Google maps to guide us, because it 
has done so successfully before. We don’t question the 
results of a search engine query, because it has proven to 
be a successful tool in past experiences. These previous 
successes lead to an ideological depiction of algorithms, 
telling us that we can trust algorithms and that we should 
not worry about what their opacity hides for us – that is: if 
we are aware of that opacity at all.

Recently this ideological image of algorithms has become 
the subject of critical debate, where comparisons with 
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theology and religion seem to be a leading theme. 
In Homo Deus historian Yuval Noah Harari discusses 
“Dataism”, a universal narrative that legitimizes the 
algorithms as the highest source of authority, and explains 
how after it has conquered the academic world it is now 
finding its way into society with the potential to redefine 
social structures and institutions [6]. He defines it as a 
religion, because it juxtaposes factual statements and 
ethical judgements to come to practical guidelines: if we 
let the algorithms run the world, the world will be better 
for it. He warns that whether this conviction is true, it still 
might conquer and reshape the world if we not critically 
assess it. Finn [bron Finn] expresses the need for critical 
inquiry into our relationship with the algorithm, urging 
us to not see the algorithm as a god to be worshipped 
but as a collaborator to be concurred with. Finally, in his 
essay The Cathedral of Computation, Bogost makes the 
claim that our faith-based relationship with algorithms 
is giving rise to a new theology, and warns us that this 
theocratising of algorithms turns them into infallible 
sources of truth and impairs us to intervene in social shifts 
they cause [7]. 

The discussions concerning algorithms that have been 
presented so far mostly take place on the abstract plains 
of computer science, sociology and philosophy. Yet 
Sandvig [8] points at aesthetics as an important factor in 
these discussions. He argues that our understanding of 
algorithms strongly shaped by the way they are presented 
to us. The image algorithms project on us is often 
carefully designed, and especially in a commercial context 
algorithms are presented as objective, mystical authorities 
worthy of our trust. 

As shown, discussions concerning the algorithm span 
a wide range of fields and comprise of many different 
perspectives. Where it is possible to put algorithmic 
technology itself under scrutiny, the debate is now shifting 

towards a sociocultural understanding of the algorithm.  
It is these discussions that inspired a critical design 
research into the ideology of algorithms. Especially now 
that computational systems, and thus algorithms, are 
finding their way into a myriad of products, designers play 
a crucial role of how this computation is interfaced with 
everyday life, as exemplified in the fields of interaction 
design and interface design. It begs the question how 
design might position itself within the narrative of the 
algorithmic ideology. I will argue that is important that 
designers are aware of the ideology of algorithms, and can 
bring valuable contributions to the debate. Furthermore, 
I identify tensions that this ideology causes that need 
to be solved by designers. I will do so by explaining the 
approach of the project, present the design ‘the Altar 
of Algorithm, and frame the ideology of the algorithm 
in a design perspective using insights that this research 
yielded.

“Oh great Google! I humbly offet you my personal data! 
Please prevent me from encountering a trafic jam ever again!” 
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Approach
This project is an example of critical design. Critical 
design aims to “mobilize debate and inquire into matters 
of concern through the creative processes involved when 
designing objects”. [9] In this project the matter of 
concern is, as expressed above, the ideological depiction 
of algorithms. As a research approach, critical design, 
or Showroom as Koskinen et al. refer to it [10], brings 
contributions through debate, rather than statistics or 
precedents and replication. These debates are facilitated 
by a designed artefact. As Dunne and Raby explain in 
[11], these artefacts can “force a decision onto the user, 
revealing how limited choices are usually hard-wired into 
products for us.” They also explain how critical design can 
serve to expose hidden ideological structures. Especially 
the latter makes it an appealing approach for the subject 
of algorithmic ideologies. 

Although critical design tends to be anti-methodological, 
strategies have been identified to reach these ends [12]. 
Creating a successful critical design intervention requires 
careful management of the narrative presented by the 
design. Crucial is a ‘perceptual bridge’, that bridges the 
audience’s perception of their world and the fictional 
element of the concept.

To enrich the quality of the research, relevant themes 
were debated with experts from field outside of design. 
These experts have backgrounds in: anthropology and 
design, philosophy of technology and design, interaction 
design, and medical image science. These discussions 
were semi structured interview, since the main goal was 
to come to interesting new insights and themes to be 
explored within the project.

Defining the Design Space
The design process underlying this research was very 
open and explorative. Since the goal was to give design 

meaningful position within the subject, a large part of the 
process consisted of generating and evaluating design 
proposals. 

These proposals varied from speculative narratives 
to experiential prototypes. Early proposals were of a 
narrating nature, such as The Algorithm Label. It was 
inspired by the European Energy Label [13], and grades 
how good and algorithm is. It begs such questions as “who 
defines what constitutes a good algorithm?” and in turn 
“good for whom?”. Later proposals were of an experiential 
nature, such as the “Data Geiger” a device that turns data 
into a soundscape reminiscent of a Geiger counter. 

What was striking throughout the process was that real-
life developments concerning algorithmic technology 
seemed to be provocative enough to be a showcase of 
critical design projects rather than reality. The algorithm 
capable of reading someone’s sexual orientation from their 
face [14], the algorithm that selects patients for palliative 
care by predicting when they will die [15], Facebooks 
algorithm that “remembers” your nude photographs to 
prevent them from spreading [16]; these are all examples 
of algorithms that raise ethical concerns, yet we see more 
and more algorithms gaining these kinds of authorities.

It was this observation that led to the final design 
direction: if what algorithms do is already reaching the 
level of provocativeness that it currently does, a more 
valuable question to ask is why we allow algorithms to 
take it that far. It was Bogost’s essay ‘The Cathedral of 
Computation’ [7] that inspired the final design space. 
Bogost argues that the theocratizing of algorithms leads 
us to accept that they are beyond our reach; as if we are 
subjected to their will. This perspective seemed to be 
both provocative while engendering reflection, because if 
algorithms are not our gods, what exactly are they then? 
It triggers us to investigate our own ideological depiction 
of the algorithm. 
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The Algorithm Label: Rating Facebook and Google as if they
were fridges.

Algorithm Safari: spotting algorithms in the wild
Targetted ads, Instagram Feed, Google Chrome Autofill,

Google Pagerank, Facebook Newsfeed, Google Maps,
Google Inbox, Snapchat Discover
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The Altar of the Algorithm
The Altar of The Algorithm is an altar that critiques 
the ideology of the algorithm. It is an artefact that 
theocratizes the algorithm, and presents it as a mystical, 
capricious entity, rather than the sublime, objective line 
of code we often imagine it to be. It turns the algorithm 
into a god to be worshipped. Through the altar sacrifices 
can be made to win the favor the algorithm and access its 
wisdom.

Designing The Altar
The Altar is a manifestation of the tensions present in the 
ideology of algorithms. After deciding that the narrative of 
an algorithmic religion was the way to go, an object had 
to be decided on. An altar seemed fitting, because it is 
an object entangled with ideas about religious practices. 
It acts as a portal between humans on the one side, and 
deities on the other. Like gods, algorithms are intangible, 
and humans construct physical places and objects that 
tether them to reality. Furthermore, the altar as object 
serves a specific functionality: it is a place of sacrifice. 
This implies that we need to offer something to the 
algorithm to win its favor.

Aesthetical Considerations
The Altar draws from both religious and technological 
aesthetics. It is inspired by the archetype of the computer 
terminal. The computer terminal was itself a portal to 
early computers. It comprised of a screen for displaying 
information and a keyboard for entering commands; it was 
merely a tool for manipulating computational processes 
that dealt with the processing of data. The Altar, too, only 
has a screen and a keyboard, referring to that image 
of ‘raw’ computation. The interface is inspired by the 
interfaces of these early computer terminals. Where these 
days algorithms often hide behind stylized dashboards, 
the interface of the Altar does not hide its computational 
nature.

These technological archetypes are juxtaposed with a 
more religious materiality. The Altar is made from dark 
wood and brass, materials that are not strongly associated 
with computers. The tabletop is much larger than needed, 
with the screen, and printer positioned on it as if it were 
separate artefacts rather than part of a single object. 
The aesthetics of the Altar do not hide its technological 
nature, but frame it in a visual image that seems odd: is 
it a technological object, or a religious altar? Or can it be 
both?

Interaction Design
The Altar is an interactive artefact. It is a bridge between 
our physical reality and cyberspace, where the algorithms 
dwell. As such, it presents the opportunity to summon an 
algorithm an interact with it. 
Inside the Altar there are a Raspberry Pi computer, an 
Arduino microcontroller and a thermal printer capable 
of printing receipts. The keyboard, the screen and the 
Arduino are all connected to the Raspberry Pi, which runs 
the software. The thermal printer is controlled by the 
Arduino.
The interaction design, again, echoes that of a computer 
terminal. On the screen instructions or questions are 
displayed, and the keyboard is used for navigation and 
entering information. The thermal printer prints out the 
input that is entered, marking the time and the name of 
who provided the input.

The way people interact with the Altar builds on the 
same ambiguity captured in the aesthetics. Data is not 
uploaded, but sacrificed, turning it from a process we 
are rarely aware of into a conscious, loaded action. The 
questions that the Altar asks talk about familiar things 
such as ‘Terms and Agreements’, but frames them in such 
a way that they become part of an alienating narrative; 
algorithms are praised for their omnipresence in our 
lives, and in an attempt to make the observer embrace 
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the ideological image of 
algorithms the Altar instills 
the idea that we might have 
already been embracing it 
without knowing it. All the 
while someone is interacting 
with the Altar, the thermal 
printer prints out all the 
data that is being entered, 
creating a physical dataflow 
as a trace of an otherwise 
intangible interaction.
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The Altar draws aesthetic cues from computer terminals religious artefacts to 
juxtapose computational technology with theology.

Left top: By Jason Scott - Flickr: IMG_9976, CC BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.
org/w/index.php?curid=29457452
Left bottom: By Kevin Payravi - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0-3.0-2.5-2.0-1.0, https://
commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=51971306
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Reflections on Design and Algorithmic 
Ideology
So what does the ideology of algorithms mean for design? 
To answer this question I build on insights drawn from 
three different sources. I reflect on the Altar of the 
Algorithm as a research archetype[16], and the process 
of designing it. I draw insights from the literature and 
critical debates. And I draw from individual discussions 
with experts that were conducted in parallel to the design 
process of the Altar.

Leveraging the ideology
It is not difficult to see how the ideology of algorithms 
is a design related phenomenon.  As Sandvig states, we 
depend on depictions of algorithms to form an idea of 
what they are [8]. However, this is exactly the reason 
why this ideology so elusive: it is impossible to discuss 
or depict algorithms without the use of metaphors. When 
asking the experts for a definition of what an algorithm 
is, both the interaction designer and the medical image 
scientist, who both develop and work with algorithmic 
technologies, used the description of a “black box” takes 
input data and turning it into output data. This black box 
depiction is omnipresent when discussing algorithms. It is 
this lack of ideas about what constitutes an algorithm that 
allows the ideological depiction of algorithms to take hold.

Often when a black box is encountered, it is proposed 
that it should be opened up. This, however, would not 
aid in the deconstruction of the algorithmic ideology. For 
one, a cause of algorithmic transparency that Burrel [3] 
identified, is the illiteracy towards code, meaning that 
transparency would only aid those who can understand it. 
Furthermore, even if we could see and understand all the 
inner mechanics happening inside the algorithm, Latour 
[5] teaches us that we simply turn it into a black box 
ourselves once we are confident it works properly. 

It seems then, that ideology will remain an integral part 
of our understanding of the algorithm. Yet, this ideology 
can be leveraged, and it is here designers can contribute. 
Following Latour we can argue that algorithms render 
themselves invisible through their own success. However, 
when an algorithm performs in an undesirable way or 
raises ethical concerns, we depend on the ideas we 
have about that algorithm to discuss and react to those 
concerns. As Bogost [7] argued, our current theocratized 
ideal of algorithms leads us to believe that there is simply 
nothing we can do – that it is just the way it is. Design 
can be an important tool to deconstruct this ideology and 
propose new ideas for understanding algorithms, giving 
back a sense of agency.

The first step in deconstructing the current theocratized 
image of the algorithm is to create awareness that it 
is there. This was the value of the Altar as a research 
archetype. By fully embracing the theocratized image of 
algorithms and embodying it in a designed artefact, this 
image, or rather set of ideas, could be confronted and 
criticized. The next step would be to start developing 
and exploring new ideas about algorithms. Here (critical) 
design can play a valuable role in making new archetypes 
that embody these ideas. The black box of the algorithm 
doesn’t have to be black – once we know how to 
manipulate it we can turn it into any color we’d like.
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